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WHERE



Why are we here?



10ª GTI Conference

In 2009 ASSOL organized 

the GTI conference in São 

Pedro do Sul.



Gentle Teaching (GT) and Person Centered Planning (PCP)

Both are against to:

• Injustice and violence against 

people;

• Old forms of support based 

on control and segregation.



Gentle Teaching (GT) and Person Centered Planning (PCP)

Both argue that:

• Respect for people;

• No violence;

• Justice;

• Inclusion;

• Human rights;

• Community building;

• Creating futures with hope;

• Supportive, equitable 
relationships between caregivers 
and people we serve.



What do we believe?

Great religions define life as a journey.

In life there is a beginning and an end.
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In life seen as a journey the goals change as we walk
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Along the way we keep memories…

Good and happy; But also bad and very bad 
memories.

Conscious memories, but also 
deep and unconscious 

memories.



Inclusive 

memories in 

early intervention.



Inclusive

memories in

schools. 



Inclusive

memories 

families, teachers

and classmates.



John McGee said…

“If there is no safety, there will be no learning.” (1995)

WE

AGREE!



The memories that matter

I'm a good 
person;

The others are 
good people;

It's good to be 
together;

It's good to do 
things together.



Respect for the past

One's story only matters to 
understand where we are and 

make sense of the desired future.

Do not tear scabs from wounds 
already healing (John McGee).

We cannot do a memory cleanup;

We don't want to change the past.

But we can help a person create 
good ones that balance or 

eventually override the bad ones.



Focus on the future

Creating good memories as an 
element in building this future;

Each person's future as a 
community building.

Future with hope.



Good memories…



Good Memories…



Good memories



Simple things that help create good memories…

Give time; Respect the rhythm of 
the person - “slow and 
steady wins the race”;

A warm look; A friendly word; A gentle touch.



We would like to introduce you…

The teacher Eulália who works at:



AVISPT21

• AVISPT21 (Down Syndrome Association in Viseu) is a non-profit organisation, 

located in Viseu, which supports mainly parents and people with Down 

Syndrome, as well as people with other disabilities.

• We’re a parent-focused association, which means that we support and help in 

solving the problems parents and people with disability present us with. 

• Currently, we’re dealing with the lack of social equipments and responses for 

adults with disability or mental health problems.



In Viseu, when a person with disability finishes mandatory education (high 

school level), they are put in traditional responses for people with disability 

(residential institutions, ocupational activities centres, etc.).

But what happens if they don’t want these?

Or if they don’t need them?

Do they stay home?



What kind of Human Rights are those?

The people we support have come a long way in their path to inclusion: we 

work for them to be doing the same things their peers are doing and to be in the 

same places their peers are. 

And we don’t do it to help. We do it because it’s their right. People with disability 

have the same rights to be included in society as anybody else.

It’s in the Convention!

How?



Our solution was, with mentorship from ASSOL, to adapt an Office for 

Community Inclusive Programs (GAPRIC) in Viseu. We’re strong 

believers in collaborative work between organisations! If they’re good and 

they do things well, we’ll ask for their help.

This Office uses Gentle Teaching and Person-Centered Planning as well. 





• GAPRIC is based off a small apartment with three Offices only. It works with a 

full-time coordinator and a part-time worker. It was built with minimal cost!

• Most of our work is done by networking with people in the community, visiting 

the places where our participants are currently working, volunteering and 

participating in activities to assess and intervene. 

• Working WITH the community is working IN the community! 



Other Projects

• Not everybody is able to work every day, so we 

also have community included programs such 

as: a teaching garden with Agronomics 

students, several art projects (GamelIn, Jóias 

Que Nos Unem, Circle).

• These programs allow for participants to spend 

more time together and be engaged in 

meaningful activities – creating good 

memories! 



Other Projects

• These projects are also inclusive in the sense that they also encompass 
people from other backgrounds with or without disability (higher education and 
high school students, young professionals, volunteers, parents and families).

• They are valuable means for developing a feeling of companionship and to 
widen and enrich the social circle of participants.

• They also benefit participants without disability, by allowing them to learn and 
to be connected. That’s the main reason why we do this by establishing 
partnerships with local colleges and schools.



Artistic Projects: Jóias Que Nos Unem

Jóias Que Nos Unem is a jewelry-making project, with workshops with 5 known portuguese jewelry 

makers. It was developed from May to December 2017. 5 jewelry pieces were co-created by our 

participants.



Artistic Projects: Circle

Circle was a plastic arts project developed between January and March 2019. Besides the learning 

process for artwork creation, it involved simplified carreer planning and instruction on job-related 

issues.



GamelIn

GamelIn was a project developed from September to December 2018, comprising music and art 

workshops. Aveiro University students from the Masters in Musical Education were responsible for 

the musical workshops and Centropontoarte assured the artwork workshops.

🎥 vimeo.com/313127916



The importance of looking at each other to see a good person

We all have talents and gifts. We must describe people by 
their gifts and talents.



Feeling Safe and Loved

They are the founding feelings of 

good memories.



Caring without making demands



Instead of giving orders ask for favors

Do not seek obedience. Promote collaboration.



SHOULD THE OBJECTIVES OF 

OUR SUPPORT BE DEFINED…

To the supported person?

Or

For the caregiver?



The only person we can demand change is ourselves

Therefore the Gentle Theaching being “apparently” very 
permissive to the most fragile people is very demanding for 

the professionals and volunteers who care for them.

More than by our caring we teach by our example.



IN EARLY INTERVENTION, IN SCHOOLS, 
IN VOCATIONAL TRAINING, IN 

INSTITUTIONS ...

Intervention programs as sources of demands

through evaluations with standardized tests and instruments.



Our support must help the person achieve what they want
not what we think (we decide) they need 

• If we give her what we think

she needs, it may already be a

requirement.



Our goals might be things like… get the person to:

Feel safe when she 
is with me;

like me; enjoy doing things to 
me.



Adapt to each person…

Our acts of care may be 
perceived differently by the 

same person at different times.

The important thing: the 
preservation of feelings of 

being safe and loved.

In care there can be no 
standards.



OUR FOCUS IS TO HELP PEOPLE TO ACHIEVE, SO 

FAR AS POSSIBLE, EACH ONE OF THE 8 CONDITIONS 

FOR A LIFE WITH QUALITY





The eight conditions for a live with quality
Body integrity - Be healthy, well dressed, being 

well fed and cared for.

Feeling safe - Enjoy to be with others, not being 
afraid of those with whom you live and living 

relaxed in interaction with others.



The eight conditions for a live with quality

Feeling valued - See yourself as good, be 
recognized as a good person, feel pride and 

be able to express your talents.

Have a structured life - Feel that you 
have a life plan, have daily routines and 

have your own rituals and beliefs. 



The eight conditions for a live with quality
Social participation - Be able to interact with the 

community, to be among others and partake in 

community life.

Sense of belonging - Have a circle of close 

friends, appreciate and be appreciated by others 

and feel companionship.



The eight conditions for a live with quality
Meaningful daily activities - Like your daily 

activities and do activities that fit your life plan.
Inner Contentment - Feel inner harmony and 

feel free of traumatic experiences





Visit us or contact us…

www.assol.pt

assol@assol.pt

Follow us on Facebook

avispt21@gmail.com



THE END
Thank you for your attention.


